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ABSTRACT
Different variants of radio and fiber optics
detectors for reglstratlon of super high ener-

cascades in the atmosphere and in dense
media are discussed. _artlcula_y the possi-
bilities for investigation of quasi horlson-
tel SiS and slmulated muons from these EAS
with the help of radio detectors and fiber
optics detectors located on the ice surface
are considered.

_. The probleas of super high energy _l)h_yys_-an_d_as--trophysics not acoessable by modern acce
lel_tors require creation of surface, under ground, and
deep under water super large area and yQlume detectors.
The particles with energy up to 3 _-lO_eeY (particular-
ly neutrino) could be croated in the evolution of the
stable (or long life-time) elem_entary black holes with
Planok's masses and dimensions LI-_3J which could have

blacM holes (T-_O) could have external mass ( )
dete_ned by the electric ohLrge o_ the rotational so-
alant.

" In recentyee_s seve_
detectors _3-7] were pro-

pcee_ based on the principle of the registration of the
cascade ochers/at.radio emission which was proposed as
early as 1961 L 8J. We note three possibilities. ,,

The first possibility is founded on the reflec-
tion of EAS x_dio emission from the Ee_th and ionosphere

producing the augmantation of the region w_er_ EAS ra-
c1_o emission may be received, up to 10 -10+ks . The se-
cond possibility is founded on some crust transparency
for cascade radio emission created by the neutrino in
the c__st and spre_ing out in the atmo@p_ere (_-A)
_3,6,7]. The last possibility (_-I).L5,73 is foun

n.

ded on the use for example of antarctic lce in which

radio emission absorption for frsque_cles _ to I eHz is
vel7 sm_ll (for temperature -50 C in the frequency
band 0,5-I OHz the attenuation is about 10 dB/km).
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Particularly a radio detector with volume
lO_m 3 could be used for determination of eleg_ron
antineutrino fluxes in the energy region 6.10 _ eV with

the help of the reaction _ +_'-9 R/_ hadrons in the .W-boson resonance re_ion and for dete_tnation of PI
neutrino fluxes _7,9_ with energy ~lO_=eV (compare al-
so optic registration of _r-neutrino cascades sprea
ding out in the atmosphere [10]).

comp o installation for EAS mucns reElstration
by its cascade radio emission in the ice simultaneous-
ly with the EAS radio emission. We also discuss the
utilization of fiber optics detectors for EAS regi-
stration.

It is known that F£S rouen spectres (see for
example _11_ have high energy muon component. Its

in the volume 1 km according to _ 1 lJ havecases_A_.es
stat_ of the order of 10 events pe_._ear per stera-
dlan for cascade energies above 5'10=_eVo This allows
to reglst_te slmultaneously EAS with ener_ more
than 3.10'_eVand mUCh cascadewith energymore than

5"10Z_eV(for effective no_se temperature ~1000°C) with
probability of the order of 1.

Complex radio detector is shown in Pig.1.
Such radio detector has two pe__ts= _ radio detector
(domain 1) and EAS mu@n cascade radio detector in the
ice (domain 2). These parts are placed so that for
EA_ ax8 in the domain 1 in the zenith angle region60_-80 the radio spot from the rouen cascade with

" deepness of 500m is pro_eoted on the domain 2. The
radio detector has 50 antennas (sepaz_ted from each
other on a dlstanoe of 50Ore)with the waplifiers in

. the frequency band of 30-70MHz, so 7-10 channels

receivea si_aalas aach as _0-20_,above the atMos-phere noise for ELS enersy of 10 eV _. Muon _soa-
de radio detector has 50 antennas (placed on a dis-

. tahoe 250m) with the ampllflers in the frequency
band_pf 200-1001W=, so for cascade enersy about
5 "lO'_eV 10-20 channels receive the signal with
sisnal noise ratio _ 10d3 _5_.

Ee consider the possibility of O_
rad/o detector by fiber optics detector° The idea of
such detector co=slats in l_e registration of the
ogtic Cherenkov radiatlom of the electrons crossln8
the light _tlde. The optio emission guided in the
fiber can p_ope_ate with m_ll abso_ptlon at le_Tge
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distances to the photomultiplier (with s_all photoca-
rhode). It is known that after passing the distance of
1 cm in dense matter an electron in the optic re_Lon_e_s
200 Cherenkov photons. For a fiber of the dissneter
0,5 m this will _Lve 10 photons and for an aperture
of 0,3 10% of photons will be guided exeptin8 some
EAS electrons coming from directions along and nor-
nelly to the fiber, So one electron produces one pho-
ton guided in the fiber. For a cable consistin8 of
10 fibers of dimeter 0,5 am the calculation gives

200 photons at the photocathode, if the EAS axe is

at d_t_ce of 250 m from the cable (EA8 energy being
--10 eV). If the photoamltiplier effectiveness is

roughly 10% then there will be registmted 20 one
electron pulses dtucing some units microseconds. At
Fig.2 the complex detector wi,t_ _ fiber optics de-

tector (threshold is about 10"_e¥) is presented,

EAS_d_0 EASe/_kt_0n
•_ . . . ._P° 111/r,. _po_

. .'__ _', . . ..._" ,' /-C_/-

F£g.1, Complex R_llo Detec- FAg.2, Complex Detector
tot for Quasi Horisonts£ with EAS Fiber Optics
EA_ and Muons. Detector. -

n_ Complex detector placed on the iceimportant instrument for research of .,
neutrino, p_ c_aposition of cosmic rats, promt
muon creation at super hish energies and etc.

" We wish to the_k A.E.Chudakov
an useful discu_Sion.
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